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Edward Tufte’s 1983 premier design text is somewhat of a “holy book” amongst 

cartographers, architects and information designers. Tufte has experienced wild 

success in an academic career spanning nearly fifty years. The rarest of breeds, 

he is a statistician artist. Although this book is as old as most of us in this room, 

do not believe that its relevance has expired. Visual Display offers practical, 

applicable guidance for developing beautiful visualizations of highly complex 

information. Tufte’s mission is to allow each of us to make ourselves more 

intelligent. The greater access we have to easily understood information, the 

more likely we all are to draw more from it in order to contribute something truly 

unique and valuable to our society. Let’s begin. 

 

Edward Rolf Tufte 
Tufte graduated with a B.S. and M.S. in Statistics from Stanford University in 

1964. He earned his PhD in Political Science at Yale University in 1968. He 

taught Public Affairs at Princeton’s Woodrow Wilson School from 1967–1977. He 

went on to teach at Yale University from 1977–1999 acting as Professor of 

Political Science, Statistics, and Computer Science and as the Senior Critic at the 

School of Art. Known to his colleagues simply as “ET”, he is currently Emeritus 

Professor at Yale University. 

 

In 1975 Tufte was asked to teach statistics to a group of visiting journalists in 

collaboration with Princeton Statistician John Tukey. Tufte was so frustrated with 

the available literature and its presentation that he threw himself into the 

exploration of statistical graphics. Out of this concentration, The Visual Display 

for Quantitative Information was born. 



 

The Visual Display of Quantitative Information 

In 1983 Edward Tufte wrote, designed and published this book himself. He took 

out a second mortgage on his home at 18% interest, founded Graphics Press 

LLC, opened a PO Box, printed 5,000 copies, and put an advertisement in the 

Scientific American. He sold enough copies to pay back the loan in six months. 

Since that initial success, the book has been named a citation classic by The 

Institute of Scientific Information and is listed as one of the one hundred best 

books of the 20th Century at Amazon.com. 

 

Visual Display is the first in a series of seminal information design books written 

by Tufte. Among them, 1997’s Visual Explanations is one of the required texts on 

the MFA Integrated Design reading list here at the University of Baltimore. In 

Visual Display, Tufte develops fundamental guiding principles for the discipline of 

data visualization. He draws his greatest influence from J.H. Lambert, William 

Playfair and Galileo Galilei. 

 

The Relational Graphic 
The Relational Graphic is one that links more than one variable together to allow 

the viewer to experience a visual comparison of data. Tufte believes this to be 

the greatest of all graphical designs. It allows a viewer to reason about the 

content, contemplate causality, and draw conclusions. Generally, maps can hold 

the highest concentration of variable data. Other examples of effective Relational 

Graphics are scatterplots or time-series charts like the one designed by William 

Playfair displayed here. 

 

Theory of Data Graphics 

Tufte reminds us that understanding design alone is inadequate in the visual 

display of data. One must understand the material. A graphical visualization must 

be justified in order to exist. Graphical representations should be preserved for 



large, complex, worthy data sets. Small, simple data sets can be handled in 

tables or isolated text. The variables being displayed need to be interesting 

enough to warrant a graphic. Tufte says, “A table is nearly always better than a 

dumb pie chart; the only worse design than a pie chart is several of them…[they] 

should never be used.” (p178) 

 

Tufte believes that testing, editing and revision will almost always improve a 

design. Redundancies and unnecessary visual elements should be stripped away 

until you have nothing left but beautiful, visualized data. Most visualizations can 

have half of their graphics removed without losing any data content, 

understanding or integrity. Most data visualizations traditionally favor a landscape 

orientation. Tufte believes that good design is achieved when increased data 

complexity meets decreased design complexity. 

 

Quantification of Graphical Integrity 

Tufte has developed a method to empirically measure the integrity of a graphic 

design. Graphical depictions of numbers must be directly proportional to the 

actual data. Labeling is incredibly important. Explanation and labeling on the 

graphic itself are critical in explaining important events in the data along with 

combatting distortion or ambiguity. Money shown over time must be adjusted for 

inflation. Graphics must not quote data out of context. 

 

Visual Display teaches that we can actually measure how much a graphic might 

be lying to us. Take the quantified size of variation depicted in the graphic, and 

divide it by the actual variation in the data. If the Lie Factor is above 1.05 or 

below .95, the graphic is lying to you. The further the Lie Factor travels away 

from 1, the more you are being lied to.  

 

Data-Ink is another fundamental concept in Visual Display. This is the ink used to 

display data information. If this ink were erased, you would be erasing valuable 



information. Similarly, Data Density should be as high as possible within reason. 

Tufte believes, above all else, that a visualization must show the data. 

 

We can see these principles in action in this great design by Leonard Ayers 

depicting American armored divisions in France during World War I. With the 

exception of the stroke forming the X axis, the entire graphic is made of Data-Ink. 

By counting the integers vertically we can see how many divisions were in 

country, which divisions were there, and for how long.  

 

Chartjunk 

In Visual Display, Tufte coins his key phrase Chartjunk that he uses to refer to 

any graphical device that gets in the way of the viewer’s direct relationship with 

the data and the content.  

 

Optical Art refers to the Moiré effect produced by [at the time] contemporary 

digital design. These unnecessary textures cause visual reverberation and 

“undisciplined ambiguity.” (p112) 

 

The Grid is Tufte’s critique on the overuse of hard grid lines to depict data 

visualization. A grid should be used only for the purposes of layout and drafting. It 

should be removed, diminished or integrated into Data-Ink in order to retain value. 

 

Last we have The Duck. This is a term Tufte affectionately uses to refer to any 

graphic design that is baselessly self-promoting, and amplifies style at the cost of 

clarity and content. The Duck got its name from the “Big Duck” building in 

Flanders, NY. Duck farmer Martin Maurer built the “Big Duck” to sell Peking 

ducklings and eggs to tourist. Tufte draws the metaphor, believing that a 

monstrosity of this kind is disrespectful to the viewer’s intelligence, beating them 

over the head with unnecessary information. 

 



Good Visualization 
This example is a data map and time series showing the path of Napoleon’s 

French Army in 1812 during their campaign from Poland, into Russia, and back. 

The brown band shows the army’s advance on Moscow. The black band shows 

the army’s retreat. The sizes of the color bands depict the number of soldiers 

over time. In total, six variables are plotted across this map: 

• Size of the French army 

• Geographic Location and Topography 

• Direction of Movement 

• Temperature 

• Battle Locations 

• Time 

The French begin with 422,000 troops. They reach Moscow with only 100,000. In 

their retreat, while crossing the Berezina River they are diminished from 50,000 

to a mere 25,000. They return to Poland with just 10,000 troops. This graphic is 

devastating. 

 

Poor Visualization 

This graphic from Time Magazine depicts the price per barrel of oil leaving Saudi 

Arabia on January 1st between 1973–1979. An increase of 454% in data is 

visually represented by a height increase of 4,280% creating a Lie Factor of 9.4. 

If we take this a step further, an increase of 454% in data is visually represented 

by a volume increase of 27,000% bringing in a Lie Factor record of 59.4. 

 

www.edwardtufte.com 

Edward Tufte is an incredibly dynamic American academic. He has been a 

private sector consultant for NASA, Apple, The New York Times, IBM, the CDC, 

Google and Hewlett Packard among others. President Obama appointed Tufte to 

the Recovery Independent Advisory Panel, and the Recovery Accountability and 

Transparency Board, in 2010. His accolades are vast and varied. He is incredibly 



accessible. Please do visit his website. Download his resume. Watch his 

interviews. Participate in his E.T. Forum, where he actively answers questions 

and seeks out feedback on his own contemporary work.  

 

Edward Tufte will be giving his all-day course Presenting Data and Information on 

Tuesday, June 3rd in Bethesda, MD. Students and faculty get a reduced entry fee 

of $200.00, down from the normal $380.00. The fee not only gives you entry to 

the event, but you also get all four of Tufte’s books. Check-in is at 8:45am. The 

course is from 10am–4pm with a break for lunch. 
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